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·· .. ABSTRACT 
Two basically different approaches to forecasting, spectral 
analysis and adaptive exponential smoothing,· are compared by 
measuring squared error of forecasts on controlled computer-gen-
erated time series. Three· adaptive mociels; each using three vari-
ations of exponential smoothing are compared "1-th three v~ations 
of spectral analysis·:.. :The :resulting squared for~cast errors are 
used in a series of F:...t~st·s to detect those parame-ter comb.inatJon:s 
for which each foreca·~t~:ng technique is not .sa·ttsfactor-y. -All of 
uk :t;echniques are 'then compared for significant forecasting diff'-
erenc¢.s· v-ia anot·ti~-r seri·e:s of F-·tests:. The sj>ectra':l. an~lysis tech..: 
·-
:e:t:e:r· .cfhoices. 













The accuracy of forecasts is one of the principal factors in-
fluencing the effectiven~ss· of management control. . For most companies, 
decisions in ·the :areas of production planning,: purchasing, employment · . . . 
fijt:es and employee utilization, inv~ntory lev,e1$, sales effort, etc. 
are: all dependent upon forecasted requiremen'ts. Large inaccurac_tes 
tn ·these· forecasts will often result :j.n. considerable addit-ional 
co·st·s fpoin .add:it:io·na1 inventory carrying costs, unsellable goods, 
·tt:t:ilization. 
.., 
.o·f te¢_hiriques are available wh.ich pe.rtnit ma.chine· cc>"mputa:t.ion. of p_ro~ 
Jected ·v·atu~f?: ·of' ti'me seri-¢:s. A large nµmpe=t :o:f items. :can :be fore-
'C·i'i's"t: in a: ·s:ho·:rt ·time· by 99~put-~r) and :.a: varJ¢t:y p'f .considerations 
)ilay be introduce·d ,1.hto ·the forec1;1sttng technique to ta:ke ·adva:nt:age 
. . 
oif a11y. adµitional available info.nn~~·~on;... The ·results: of -th~se fore-
-qast·s· ·¢~_it tne-n .be. ··used directly i.:n. :coµipµt~;rized policy optimization 
' There is a: co.nsiderable range of ·complexity :ava_~labi.e in fo:r.e-
·casting techrtique:s·o One basic method which has found considerable 
:a.c:ceptance and :is .widely u_s~cl- ls: exponential $nioqtbing. The ease 
and speed of computation toge-p·h:~r· with the 'v:e~y- ~mall amount of .~t<fre.·c1: 
information ·_required to project historical dat~- ipto; t,he future :makes 








basic properties of exponential smoothing models and develops several I 
• variations wh_ich remedy certain shortcomings of the basic model. A 
12 
whole group of models has been discussed .. by Fleisher. 
! . 
The presence of various properties in the time series data has 
-been exploited in the design of some models. Cohen5 considers the 
23 Hinich and Farley affect of autocorrelation in the input da'ta.· 
:consider tll.e problem of. model design for data with ·non.stationary 
·ille.an-. One particular t,ype· qf -mod~l- -Which has attracted attention is 
the ad~ptive exponential ·smoot·hing model. An adaptive model adjusts \ 
the nature of t.he- .fo:rec.ast according to the accuracy of prior fore-
·casts. Bos$qn~2-: :discus·s.es the propdrtles of adaptive forecasts under 
. 
certain ccinditions of ·ettor and when. nonstationary data i·s being 
hand-led. Hester21 1o·ok-s a..t· th.e .adaptation to .. ,data whi-<ih: bas :st_.ep 
jumps in the mean. Ne.rlove and Wage32 and Th·e±l ··an·d, \V:~ge-40 cqns·i:df3_f· .. 
some of the: :t·a.ctors· d·e:te·rmtn:Lng an optim~l ~-d~ptiv:e fore·cast.lng -t·~cll-· 
~-u 
·. 
:.C~~pter· ·2 ·w:ill: :G9ns.id:e,r -some: of the general p_roperties of: expon·--
i;--:-·. -• 
. . 
·entia1 .smo·othln·g, a.n~ :will c·onsider the adaptive exponential-- smoot:li:ing 
;,11· 3:9 model of Trigg and Leach~ ~nd two of the models of Salmon. · 
· Another forecasting ·techniqu·e wnic_h has bad: consfderabl.e the·g.t-~t-i~. _ .. 
. .- - . . - --- . ·- -~ . 
··- . . .. - .. . . 
cal treatment is spectr·a:1 ana1ys:i.s. This procedure has evol~ed out_ 
- -of research in the areas ·cif power s_pect.ra analysis ~I:\d :communication 
t_:hepty:. A number of- wo·rks. have t·reated with t-.he :t~eor.y of spectral. 
analysis for time series an-alysis, including t.~~ boo·ks: of Blackman ·· 
: 'tit : 
and Tukey1 and Grenander _and Rosen.blatt, 17 and -art·ic-les· by Parzen. 3~., 34 , 35 
.... 









A number of ~dditional works dealing with the xheory of spectral 
analysis. appear in the bibliography. 








- . 16 .- - --- -----. of areas. Granger and Hatanaka discuss the use of spectral analysis 
... in handling economic time series data. 31 Nerlove applies it to 
analysis of seasonally adjusted economic data. Elmaghraby8 uses it 
in forecasting for inventory· .control. Examples of the applicatfori 
o.f spectral analysis in analyzing data are found in Fishman ~nd-
·K:tv.fat' s 11 work with simulation models and Larson' s 28 ~pplic~t-~on· :1:_o 
·se-_quences of numbe.-rs. g.enerated by a, ran·dom numbe~ gen-era;tor .. A.na.ly~.i:a 
-~ of oceanographi.G· aiid ·me.teorlogical da:ta.- ,h:as: ·been ~notb_e·_r: area :of 
application. 
t:'ions are requi-red t·o ·pe· :met. by the da:f~.-: . . -, ' . .. ''. . . . . . . .- . _ .. Most liv-e dat·a w.-1·11 not . -· . : . . .- ... 
completely f1:1::lflll t-hese requ,i·rement::S·;.. .In ci:dd-i:t-iori ,_: t.he te·cmfique 
:Is f-ar more difficult to appl:y· -~tid:. r·e·qui.r.e-s- ·consi.dEfrab_l.e :·d/ata an:d 
c'ornputations. The theory o·f. s.pectr-a.1 an~lysis., tqgether ·with- -the, 
associated limitations and, d':rawbacks "C>f· the: :t:¢chn··i:que., :wil_i :b~ 
:q.-i.s.cusse/d in c~ap.ter _3.; 
.-.... 
... 
Th.e intent of this' study- i·s :to· .¢.ODJ~11r.e several ad~pt ~-~~-- .~?CPPltE!.11-· -·- _ 
tial smoothing techniques with sp·ec·t.ra:1 analysis via a control.led 
set of simulation experiments. ln order to do this, a time seri.e·s 
generator, desc1·i,bed in Chapter 4 was designed. The. 'Sele:ct:ion o( 
' .. 
. . values for various parameters in this model pennitted evaluation of, 














--·- .Of FiddlemanlO and Hester21 in the construction of forecast compari-
son tests were consfdered with respect to nature of the time series 
generator and evaluation of the results. 
The parameter choices, experimental data, and statistical 
methods used to analyze it are discussed in Chapter 5. 
' 
The results of the "analysis and conclusions drawn are treated 
in Chapter 6. r 
Some additional areas of investigation were suggested by cer-
·· tain problE!ms encountered during the experimentation. Other possible 
extensions of the wo:rk also seemed of interest. These are discussed I 
in Chapter 7. 
·'.· 
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CHAPTER. 2 
EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING MODELS 
2.1 Moving Averages and Elementary Exponential·Smoothing Models I 
Exponential smoothing has found great acceptance as a forecasting 
·technique. The properties of thi-s technique can be shown by first 
considering moving averages. Given· a discrete time series X(t 1), 
. 
. 
X(t 2), ••• , X(ti), •.. ·, X(tn) one procedure availab:-~e for prediction 
of the next period is the average of the late~t K p.etiod·s·, .i .• e. ( 
K-1 
~ X . 
'-' n-1. 
1 
fn+l = .K, 
i=O 
·whete '-fn+l is the fore.c:ast for _pe.-rfod J:1_,t:l_:, 
Xn-i is the. value. ·for time 11-i,, i .. e .• -~--j~ -.. X{t"n-i). 
-, The response of st1ch. ··a model can be qtiitie :-sati.s:f·actory .fo):· :~ 
:Stable process with lltt le :<>r· .:ncY seasona.l o·:r t·:rend· effeet .. The 
rn~gn i tude .. of K det·e:nn-ines the rat.e .o·f Jfesponse, to :Chitilges tir the ttm~ 
series data. ~. large value for K c~u:s¢:s ';r¢·aG.tion to: a Ghalig¢· in: the. 
time series to. be slow, but yields ·a. !iJ.9re st.able· .fo,r.eca.~t: Vl~.~n ·t-here· 
is pres_~nt- a large random erro.t·. A .small. valµe. :f:or :K ·cau·ses ·more 
·• 
r:ap·id- react ion to changes, but -:·at tb~ ,e]~pense.: of: ·stal:>f:_li'.ty. When 'a . 
. ~-- •..a.: - . - -
-~---·-··· ------- ----- ___ , ---- ·-· 
--·--· ---· - ·-----~·- . ·.. . ___ ,_t.reri"a"''"in·-·the mean is present i-n: the time seri·es' the· m~>ving avera~~ 
w:ill con·stantly lag beh-ind th·e _trencl.. T·he· presence of seasonal :com~-
ponents iii' the· t.ime, series c:~n: have different results dependent. :upon·-
·' 
····-·· '1, .: ' .1j;,. •• 
K. For slli~:tf_ values of K, the ·model ·res-ponds to the seasonal .compone.n·t:·,, 
but lags behind the variation caused by ,(_Ile·· component. For K· -o.f '\ 





















of the seasonal variation will be averaged out, and no response to 
the component will result. 
Exponential smoothing can be viewed as a form of weighted moving 
average. As ·presented by Brown3 ' 4 the basic model for exponential 
smoothing is: 
(2.1) f +l = ·a .. · .. ·x. +(·. 1- a ) f ···:n·: · · ·n·: · n 
-wp.~re. fi· ·is. t;tie. :.forecast for period i, 
a 1.s the .~mppthing constant, o ( a. S 1, 
• ·xn :fs· tlie hfs,torical value for period n: • 
. Bl.( tipplic:a:~t'ton of: :rel.a.ti.on :(2:.'·1:.) recurst.y~:ly the· ·follo'\ving: ,re:1~·:td]:niship 
{2:.:2) ·f· .. 1·. =aX + o(l-a)X · ·11+·,. n n-t 
a ( 1- a ) \ K+ ••. • n-
·it· 'can: J,~· see.n ·in equation (2 .2) that. ·the fo.re·c.:EI~t .tn+i: use~ :al.l. 
:'iii.s,toric d,ata, but re.duces the effect of dat.a that .i~ K+l pe·rJcidf3. 
pa~t by the exponential weight ci (1- a,. )k. For .. a· .¢on's.t:.ant·· '{in,:f-intte): 
• • • 
- X, the forecast .wo.uld l;J~·: X, :since.:: 
k f . 
-
ax + a(l- o)X + .• 0 • + a(l-a.) X + .... : .. ···n+l [ l + (1-a ) 2 -
.. ~] - ax + (1- a) + r 
·[1-~1-a)]= a.X ax X •· ·-·- -a .J.,.· 
.I 
::The effect of applying the technique to a _.f'irti'te. constant time 
.I. s~fr.i:e,s of length .. n is as follows: 

















f n+l = a X + a ( I- a )X + •••. + 
= 11 X [ 1 +. (1- a) + ••• + (1- a )n-l J 
= a. X [ l-(l- a. )n]= X [ 1-(1- 4 )n]o 
1-(1-a ) 
' Since a ) O, (1- a ) ( 1 and for moderate n . n, the "S.ize. of (1- fl) will, 
be small. Hence, the erro'r ,of this forecast witl normally be small 
·, 










. .. - · .. 
·1 .. ,. a · 1 o·-~·. 
- .. ·_- -s· 
.a:::.1.0 -_ · 
Sample of er~s for 
• 
a. g~ven and n. 
·Tne result of us.:±ng. exponential s~9ot.lling is· to weigh the mos.t . '.-
. . 
:re.c.eµ.t historical v.alµ~ by a , and .every othe:r h:istorical ·value q_y 
,. lesse:r·. weight. One .. measure of the performance :of. ·the: t·~·chnique is (" 
it:s response t:o· :;;pecif:·ic perturbances in the time series datao One 
'~llcll ·i>.e.rturbance is, a· :j:Urtlp ;in mean to a nevi value which persists. 
'I'liie '.exponential smooth.ing· model reacts by '..~ ·.change of a times the 
., differ~nce in the two levels in the first: fo·r¢cast. fo.llowing the jump. 
. . . 
Subsequent forecasts approach the._ ·new value along· ~ :geometri.c .curve •. -
The response to · an impuls~ :( ~ .<>J1.e: period· :pe·.rt~tba:nc~) :is the, 
~a.me. ,in ··the first period follo:w.~:ng as for th:Er J·ump'. t.fi_ Jnean. The 
e:r,.igi~al value is app:r:oii.ched: du·ring subseqilertt .periq.~~s_ ·ato.n~: :~ ,. 
geoII1et ric curve o 
The expon.ential smoothing model does not react in as. s:ati'~fa-ctory 
,a :ta:shion to a time series with a trend .in the mean. When a t·rend is 
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' values will fall for·several pe~iods farther arid farther behind the 
actual values until reaching a point where the forecasts chang~ at 
~ 
a rate equal to the trend, but lag a constant amount behind. In 
-order to correct the lag behind trend components, several variatiens 
of the basic exponential smoothing model have been developed. One of 
tnese is the trend adjusted model which ·adds to the forecasted value 
an adjustment term representing the estimate of the trend • The model .. 
is as follows: 
f = ·yn + n+l 
1- a 
a 




a X + (1-tL )y 1. n n-
a ( y - y· _ ) + ( 1- a ) bn- l. n ·n-1 
. th. where·: :y. · • the sm_ pgthed average for the 1 · p· e:rio.d' .. ... . 1 
:bi is ~he· smoothed trend estimate for the i t'h ,p:e·.rJ<;id,o 
·Thi:s model r~acts t·o ij· t.·l"~·nd by detecting the c:h_ange: in t·he :Smoothed· 
foreca~ted v:alue:. 
Anothe.r· mo·d·e·t -whi:Ch: is a'lso.- ·trend adjusti11:g_ :is. t'he, se¢ond o·rder 
.. 
- ; ... 
Thi-'s model has the fo_1low,ing .re··Gti·reriv·e 
descripti·on :· 
~rt+ 1 - a Xn + 2 ( 1- a. ) f n - ( 1- a ) f n _ 1 -r ·" 
Hence, the model uses the most recent present value,: together with-
·-·,,··L 
. 
. .. .,,../ 
. 
the forecasts for· tp..e,: la.test two periods and uses :a :smoothed value -of 










data is fairly rapid (dependent upon the ;alue of a ),~but the fore--
casts will overshoot any .. continuing perturbance before stabilizing 
' / 
at the correct value. 
2 .2 Advantages and Disadvant-ages of the Models 
Several problems exist with the moving average approach. As. 
mentioned previously, the moving average mod~l lacks proper response 
to trended data. Depending upon the choice of If, (the -n-umber of 
p~:riods used in the ~verage) the model may be either· overly: .sensitiye 




in;g· changes, ln: the dfltao Another drawback of the moving ave:rag·e 
'.app·rQ.~GA ts that· ,ali of t~e past K periods ·inUst: be. store:d so: tha·t. :a-s 
.. each ·.l)ew. p9_'int. becomes avaj..l:able_, . the Kfl po-in.t in t-he .pa:E;t can ·be 
del:e,ted from the· averag_e·. 
. . ... 
:degree remedied: by exponenti,al s·mo:ot·h_ipg :tee:hri·iques a First· .orde-r 
. . . ·. .. . ·,' 
-~ .. . . exponential s:moothing most closely resembles the: -mov·ing ~v.e~rage: 
~ 
~ 




. . -- •' ~ _. :- .• ~ -.'"";" -- ... •,. . . .. 
r.~spopci.fng. :to the:: .:P·:res·en.c·~ o:f· a- t-.rend·, -but at ·the expense of: :st.or:i-ng 
_·three· ,vafu~s :inst.ead of o~e-, and: 'requires more: ·q_alculating to achi.en;:e· 
t-ht~ fo·re·cast o The trend ·:adju~ted __ model has the property' o·.f: overshoot .. _ 
!- ' f -· 
.,.Jng· -~ .... change in -mean ·be·fo.~e ~.iµally set~ling down to th.e proper v.~l.ueo 









,.,, '."""-~·· model to change. 
The second order model requires the storing of the two previous 
forecasted values. The calculation is not very much more extensive 
... 
than the first order model. The trend tracking is satisfactory, but 
the model tends to overshoot continuing perturbances before finally 
stabilizing. '11le speed of response .is good • 
Exponential smoothing models hence satisfactorily replace moving 
' average models since the response of a K period average may be emulated 
by an exponential s1119.othing model with proper a • Ncrne ·of these 
~9de.ls, however, will adjust correctly to season.al fluc.t·u:ations o 
·2.3 Adaptive Models 
., 
A technique ·for imp·rovi_ng· ·th~ resppi1$.f3 rate- :of .. an exponenti~.l 
. 
. . 
-smooth:i,.ng model, is to· a·dj,ust tlie· ·smoo·th.ing constant as the pro1>'e-rtie·s 
-of-·· t:h·e time series ~.r¢: det¢.ct~di .to change. These: types of ·models· 
.. 
. ar~ _gener_a.i1.y tenne:d ·:~.ci~ptive models. A number of te:ciinicftie:s :are. 
available for deteI1I1ining the nature -and duration o:f ·th.e- ,adjll_~·tment 
in: a • Three such models were used ... for- the co.mpar.i~OI1 with spectral 
.~n.·a.ly.s is o These are: 
.. "2-.o ..... Ra~~~O--:mo.del-- (-Reference -39)··-.·- -
! 
.~. Panic niodel (Reference 39) 
-. .-. 
·:2:.3:.1 1:r1:,gg-Lea~h Mode.l ·Description· 
· ·The Trigg-Leach moa.e·1 us.es a tracking signal to mo·nltor the 
p.~rfonnance· of the model. The appropriate smootb:ing value a. is . 
' determined f·rom the tracking signalo For e:ach,.-forecast a. new a is 











c:alcul a ted • ·. 





and sen - "Y (X -·f ) +· (1-;, )sen-l - n n 
+(1- ,,.,.·)s·ae_ ... __ 1 . ·. .. n-. '. . 
where tsn is the tracking signal for period n, 
sei is the smoothed error for period i, 
' . 
sae. is the smoothed absolut_e· error for peri.od i:, 1 
-Y· is the- S.lllQ.<'.>tli-in~ ,constant fo·r the error. 
_For: t-)1¢ -expe.·r.imet1ts,, 'Y ·was ·as-s.~gned: the value_ 0-.l·o. 
The smoothing value for p¢.ridd n; lln, 1$ ta:k~n as I tsn I . 11;. 
is clear that :s_o· long· as the s.ys·tem: .is. t:rac·ktng .properly, the 
xmoothed abs.o·lut·e. :~:r:ro·r will. rema_lll. p:~_ar ·.z:ero, and the tracki.n:g 
~.igna,l will .. fl·uct:ua.t·e· ·abo:-ut ,ze:ro. •. Shquid the error in~re~$e in. a 
di:r-e·:c·t·io.it., the :ratio of t·hr:f smoothe.d abs:9:Lut~ error and smootµed error 
w.i.lI- move ·e:ither' toward :+·I or· -1, .and the resulting "n will cause the 
,mpst rece.nt lii$tory values: to ·be we·±-g;h.e.d: mo.re heavily in. the :f:orecast. 
As the forecasts again ·decrease in e_rro_r, ·tb~ co..rrespond:iltg ·smoo.th.ing 
.. ,,. . -
values will again drop toward zero. The smoothing done:, t°Q ¥he error 
measurements prevents over-reaction to random fluctuations ih t.he_ 
time series. 
,.,.. 
2-.3 o2 Ratio Mod_e·I De$c.ription 
The ratio :mo·del uses two measures o':f the absolute .e:t.~irr: o-f· th·e 




















forecast, a '~fast" measure which responds to changes quickly, and a 
"slow" measure which is much slower in reacting to such changes. 
Each measure is calculated via the following first order smoothing 
fonnula: 
where ai,j is the jth measure for period i, 




11.j is the smoothing constant for the jtb measure. 
The values used for afast and aslow were ,o.·2.5 and 0.05 respec·t-.ively • 
. 
These we:r¢.. the values used by Salmon and were derived from s·imulatic;,11 
,t_.ria:ls •. 
.,.. 
The. -value, ·o:f. the. smooth_frt_·g -val~e 
1._\ __ rt_g··· m __ ,·o ..del is· d. ·e. :t_··erm. ·i_·n.ect· .f'rom a · · -~·n:d a· ·a··s follows.· - ·._ -n ·f.'as.t n·· ·. s· .. ·l. -.o . ·w· '. · · · · 
.... , • 
Fo·r· a ·· .· 
· .. ·.. .. n.,.,f.ast 
·a .. . 
·n =· ·a .+ •(1 n~1 ;. . 
. J .. 
. ' ·.' ... 




. and. :fo,-. r ~'n · .. fa:s· ·t. · .. ( an, slow 








-__:. a + ( 1 _ an, fast:.)·', ·(·· ,,a··. . 
· n-1 
an,slow n.-:1 - am1n) 
W:h ..·e .... e ,. .. 1· s· th · th· · t· · t f th • t·h · ·· · ··. · d' .a. ... • · e smoo · 1ng con·s. an · : .. or. .. , ·e, 1 · · · ::ge.rio·.,, 1 
" 
a.max~ is '·the ·upper -limit· whJ.cb. t.a.i. m:ay- attain, 
a. . .is the lower limit which 
. min: 
-·-· .. ---- ·-·· ... - ··-----,------~-·-
a. may attain. ]. 
For· the experiment amax an_d a.min were assigned the values 0.5 and 
0.025 respectiv·ely. These values again were selected so as to :a~:ree: 
.· witn values ,us~d. by Salmon. 
,, 
• . . J 
., 
' ' i I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~@'.,;,1\~~~.~-::1;::;~:_·~-~~-;.}~,.,,,_,.,__,_,.--~---·~-o-c-.c~•--..::~'- -~ 
~·!' ., .• .. 
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. 2 .3-.-3 Panic Model Description 
The panic. model uses consecutive pe:Z·-iod m~asures of the absolute 
r smoothed error to detect when the system, .is no longer in control Cl 
The chosen measure is an estimated ·error of more than three standard 
I deviations from forecasted value. When s.uch an error is detected, 
the smoothing value a is adjusted to a larger value Cl The a is 
subsequently permitt·e_d to: ::return to its original (.low) .·1evel as the 
system stays within 'the c<>ntrolled limitso T-h~- met-hod: as described 
,tl:Y Salmon::~~-~ :the: f.ol_low_;inJf relations: 
!""'\, 
·f > I + ,c:1- :a. . . -. >-:a .. : -n: - · -·· n-1,· n-1 _an-i: l <~n .... ~ - . . . ~n 
. . 
,a1 ts. t];i(9 :sinoo:thing ·v·aiue for period i •. 
,A value :of .. r .=: 1 .re_presep:ts .an ·erro.r oJ· three s.ta:ndard deviations 
. -·-·. -· . . :n· 
·- --.. (:3. ·u: .)_, rn <: 1 ls .~ti.: e·r.ror gteat~r --than ·3 ", r~. ). 1 is an error less· 
th-an a· <i-· ~ 
·' 
4 n - 0 n-i + '( l-t·n).:;(_'_. ~imax - ~n-~ 1J· 
For rn ) 1, 
a -n Cln-1 + o 1 )( 11n _: 1 - Clmfii) 
n 
where amax and !lmin are as described in section~2.;3.2. 
-
', .. 


























The ratio of the smoothed absolute error to the standard dayia-
" 
tion is about 0.8 for a number of distributions. Hence, an-l = 0·.8 
is a reasonable e·stimate to use for a stable process. Assume that an 
error of 3 <1 occurs in a forecast. Hence 
,: 
an = an :.1 • 3 <1 + ( 1 - an_ 1) • 0 • 8 " = 0 • 8 t1 + 2 • 2 a • a. n _ 1 • ,. 
r. = 
(2.75 a.n_1+1) ·o.8 <1 ,. 
-
2.2<1 an-l + 0.8a 
2.2<1 a 1 + 0.8<1 n-
::. 1. 
'.Th~· ·above f.onnulation adjusts the smoothing value to co,rre:ct .ftrr 
tnc.'re·ase ii) ¢rr-or. When operating ·at less than 3 <1 .e.rrt?·r._, the 
Smoothing: value is stabilized at a . • min It then t:akes· an. -.er-ro·r :in. . - - . - .. ; .. . . 
excess of 3 i, .. to trigger a modification of the s.mooth·iIJ.g va1u·e. 
One: :problem was found to be present in the .a·bove fo·nnulat:i.on· •. 
has·. been ::increased as a result· of s·m99thing_: tb.e .abso.lute: e,_:rpor_o The.. 
'::t)se·. b:f. ·the 2. 75 value ip. calculat.ing ·rn·-··. _.r,eq_•-~ire.s an ·error: l~:rge.f t.ha1t 
't\ ' . 
er.rctr- E ' must be :3 .:87'5 :a a~- s:ttp·wn. pelo-w: ( ci1 = 0 .. ,_ 1) :.::, 
·a,. ~- Cl_ •. t. • 3 a + (,1,0 o 1)_. ·do 8c" <t =· 1.-•. 02 ·u 
.. n 
an +I :: O • 1 • E ' + O o 9 ° 1-. 02 -a: = 'O • lE ' + • 918 u 
·--
( 2. 0 7 5 • 0 0 1 + 1 ) 1 • 02 (j 1 • 2 75 • 1 • 02 <1 
- 0 o IE ' + , • 918 <1 0 • IE ' + GI 918 <1 
I 
Fqr :Et. response, rn+l ~ -1, Hence the minimum t~iggering v.alu_e, , 
ls E ' -s\.iph ·that- -rn+i = 1 • Hence: 
1 0 2 7 5 ° 1 • 02 q 










1 • 27 5 • l • 02 t1 - • 918 t1 E' = ----------- = a.east1 • 
. 1 
Hence, the test for errors is desensitized if the 2.75 test value is 
used. The procedure was modified to adjust this test value when the 
smoothin·g value was adjusted. The adjustment used was determined as 
follo·ws: 
An error E' equal to or in excess of 3 tT causes 
a . = 0 • lE ' + 0 • 9 • 0 • 8 tT = • 72 t1 + 0 • lE ' n 
te-~: :2:.75 be the test value K. We now wish to change K· 
so. tll"at- an error of 3 ti causes rn+l to equal 1. But 
an+l = 0. l • 3 tT + 0. 9 (. 72 ti + 0. lE ') = 
.3 tT + .648 t1 + .09E' = .948 tT + .09E' 
Thus rn+l _ ( K • 0 • 1 + 1) ( • 72 tT + 0 • lE ' ) 
( • 948 tT + • 09E ' ) 
-- l •/:o· ··r· 
- .. ' ., · ... · ... : 
'.3: K = 
2 • 2 8 tT - 0 • lE ' 3 (I 
= -1 + ,, .. .. =· -1 +. -------------
• 72 tT + 0 • lE ' . ' . ' ' ·, • 72 tT + Q ., . lE . . -._72 + 0. lE' 
But it was assumed that an-l = O.rij .:-0'· -~ err·· 
3 
8 n-l u·= 
--0.8 
3 
· Hence K - -1 + = -1 + --·-~· ---~-





= :Kinit. - 3 •75- + .72 08 ' + • .. E ····-· 
.Since K is initially at 2~75, thus~ 
ln order to restore K afte.r. adjustment, the ·fo]f;:L.~:>W.iµ~- was used 
(r 1- ) 1) n+ 
~ew = ~rev.+ (l -
• 
1 
+l )(2.75 - ~rev> 
"'· 
8 n-l 







This revised formulation was used during the tests • 
. 2 .4 Experimental Models and Initialization Values 
The three adaptive techniques discussed·in Section 2.3 were each 
tested in the experiment. The resulting smoothing values were used 
in first order, first order with trend adjustment and in second order 
exponential smoothing models. 
The models are somewhat sensitive to starting values for limited 
history forecasting. In order to start each model with similar values, 
it was decided to have the forecast for period 2 equal to the period 
1 value, and the smoothing value equal to 0.1 for this initial fore-
cast. The forecast initial value was the first period value. The 
proper values to assign to the other parameters for each model were 
determined as follows: 
2.4.1 Initialization by Method 
Trigg-Leach method: 
se1_ = 0.1(~1-f1) + 0.9$e0 = O.l(X1 -x1) + 0.9se0 = 0.9se0 , 





= 0,9sae0 , 
_ 0,9se0 
-
- I se0 I sae0 -
For a1 = 0.1, se0 was assig-ned the init:fal-.. :vat_µe_ 0 .•. ·1 an.d sae0 was 







- ~ .. 
.. 
' '.: J, 
I · :./ Cl" 1 .~·-,\ ' .' ' , ,- ' j - ': 








al,fast =··0.25 I (Xl - f1) I + (0.75)ao,fast = 
0.25 l<x1 - X1>I + (0.75)ao,fast = 0.758<>,fast 
Similarly al,slow = 0.95 ao,slow 
., 
' ,I ' 
Since when al,fast = al,slow' a. 0 is not changed, the values 
chosen were ao,fast = 0.95 and ao,slow = 0.75, a 0 = 0.1. 
Panic method: 
al - tio j<x1 - f1> I + (1- Clo)Bo -
- Cl ' I (Xl - X1>I + (1- a.o)ao - (1- a.0> 8 0• - -0 
'r 
1 
(~.75 a 0 + l)a0 2.75 a. 0 + 1 
-
- > - -
-(1 
- a )a 
0 . 0 1 - ao 
0.1 = a
0 
- (1 - 1 - Clo )( a 0 - .025) 
2.75a0 +1 
2 
.275 ~o + 0.1 = 2.75 a 0 + a0 -
'(2.7540 
2 
2. 75 a. 
0 
2 
+ 1 - 1 - a O ) ( a. 0 - • 025) = 
2 





a. = .11 
0.1 = 0 
0 
1 .. 
a was arbitrarily_ assigned the value l .. _.: 0 
2.4.2 Initialization by Model 
First Order model: 
f = 2 
(J' 
No· additional values to be initialized. 





·, ..... · 
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and bl = a. 1 ( X1 - X0 ) + (1 - a. 1)b0 





= 111 ( a.lxl + XO - 111Xo - Xo> + (1- 111>bo 
-
= a < a 1x1 - a X ) + (1- a. 1)b • 1 . 1 0 0 
a.lXl 
2-








- b -0 
- .a, X + alXl - a lxo 
. 1 0 
+ b 1 a.1 = 2 a ix1 
- 2 
b 
+ ~ - b 
a.1 0 
-
a.1Xo_ + Xo 
For b
0 assigned the value O, X0 assigned value x1 , 
Second Order model: 
f = 1 
+ -
2 2 
- a.lxl + a lxl = xl. 
--· 
- X1 - a.1X1 




alXl 2X1 2«iXi X1 
Hence. f 0 - - = x1. - - 1 1 - a. - a. 1 1 
.,/ 
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The forecasting procedures previously described disregard the 
presence of any autocorrelation in the time series data in determin-
ing the forecast. The technique of spectral analysis attempts to 
utilize the infonnation present in the estimate of the autocovariance 
function in determining a forecast. This is done by both detennining 
any periodic components indicated in the time series data, and by 
determining "optima+" weights to assign to the historical data. 
In order for the theory of spectral analysis to be applicable.:.;. 
c:·ertain assumptions about th~ .nature of the time series are necess~:r:-y=,~. 
Chief among these assumptions is that of weak stationarity whi.ch-: 
j"•• •.• 
requires that the following hold: E(Xn · Xn+ )= f(T), i.e. ·the- expe.¢.t'-ed· 
value of the product of two points separated by an interval T be a 
function of T_only. This assumption .is very stringent in its require-
ments upon the time series data. One of the goals of the experiment 
·Was to determine the .accuracy of spectral an_a'lysi.s in case of viola-
tion of this assumption. 
~•· 1 Continuous H'istory 
The theory of spectral analysis derives fro-m consideration of a 
·continuous function f (t). The autocovariance function, given infinite' ,. 
,· 
history, may be calculated. The resulting autocovariance function 
. 
c(T) is a function of the lag T alone, as a re·sult of the assumption 
.. 
of stationarity. Thi~ function gives sufficient information to.derive 





.., . -· _,. . :,-
' 1' 






·f(t) for forecasting purposes_. 
. . The spectral function derived from the autocovariance is -a trans-
formation from the time domain into the frequency qpmain. The follow-
ing relation defines this transformation: 
p(f) = f 7T). COS (27rfT)dT 
where p(f) iLh~C:pectral transfonn of the auto·covJ1.r..ianc·e· 
function c (.,.) . 
An: inverse transform also exists, i.e.: 
<;_(T) = rp~f) COS (27rfT)df .. }_~ 
The spectral function which resµlt::s f·rom ·the first transform 
permits analysis of the contribut.·ion_s: 9:f:, -components at various 
frequencies to the variance o·f: the:: so·urce function f (t) . The -pte.sen:ce 
of periodic compo~ent s may :be· detected from such an analysis:. 
In order t_p detect: freque_n,cy· :pomponents p-r~se:n.t, but .slight_ly: . ~ 
. 
diffused or obscured., a _s·moo·t.hlng f1u1ctiorj is u:suall.Y.: appJl.ed t..o the-. 
spectral function before· ana.lysis (akin t9·· a: :power filter). The 
resulting smoothecli function has· the; property that high frequency 
components are ..reduced in effect., p~~itting better determinatio_n: ·9.f 
less prominent features. The: ·sm.oo"t-·hing functions, usual_ly called 
. - --- -~ -
· ·sp'ectr·a.1 windows~ apply weig_hting functions to intervals in the rang-e 
of the function. These weighting functions_ have a peak :in the center 
-
of each interval and rapidly decrease on either side. of. the :center. 
Unfortunately, there will be present side lo~ps which permit a small 










2·2 .. ., 
., 
example of how such a smoothing function would appear-: 
Spectral -window centered 
A number of spectral windows have been discussed in the literature. 
ti. 
In some cases the choice may be made so as to minimize the leakage 
from other frequencies, especially when large contributions at cer-
tain frequencies are known to be present. · The smoothed function 
resulting from the application of a spectral window can be analyzed 
for contribut~ons at various frequencies. A reverse transformation 
into the time domain yields a smoothed autocovariance function which 
can be used in determining forecasts. 
3.2 Discrete case 
Given discrete data., estimates can be made of t:he. autocovariance 
function. For a time series x1 , x2 , ... , Xn' an estimate of the 
auto covariance function is obtained f rorn the lag .products .C . defined:. 
, . r 
C = r 
·1 
.n-r 




lag r (C0 is an estimate of the variance), 
and mis the maximum lag for which the estimate.is.made (O(m(-~). 
For forecasting purposes, the estimated autocovariance function could 
be used in calculating the-weight~ to assign to previous data points. 
It is advantageous, however, to smooth the autocovariance function ~o 
as to be able to detennine less prominent contributing features by 
t !·:!:'.; 
;... ,.._ 
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· reduction of· the effects. ot_: t·he la.rgest compo~ents. Smoo.thing. of the 
If/ . 
. raw autocovariance functlon directly also· introduces problems in· 
statistically placing conf.idence intervals on the accuracy of. the 
resulting function. Br. perform.ing the spectral transformation.,_prior. 
to smoothing, the p.z-oblems concerning :confidence intervals are elimin-• 
,. ~ ' 
· ..ated since well established statistt·cal procedures may. be used. This ~ 
fact has . been one of the more import:a.nt motivations toward using 
spectral analysis. 
. For the discrete: -G;a:s·e_._, a .d1.scre,te sp~ct_ra.:l ·t;r-ahs_f:orm l.s: r.equired . . , 
the transformation is defined by: 
s r 
m-1 
E j-1 C · cq-s J 
,.._ 
:rn: 
•: .. • ,• ' 
Ill •, 
whete s.r is the rth discrete spectral v11Jti.e-. The inver.se relation. ls: 
1 
C = -m· (S + 2 
. ·· r o + ·s ·cos r,r) for r -: o:, 1 .. ,.. m 
:• . 
!' ~ • ,: tri_-
A numb·er of discrete smoothing: f.unc·t-lo::n:s ma:Y ·be app:i~eq.- :tq ·t.he !,_pee.tr-al 
.. 
. . function. ·The one. _us.·e_d in the- experiment~ wa-s the Hamming f.unct io_n· 
defined by: 
,, 
Uo - .5 so-+ .•. 5 s1 ': ·' 
u - . ~5 s ; .1. + •. 5· ·s_ +; .• 25 .~' . r r-(: ·r· ·- · · · · · r·+.l I.< r· < :m '~ .... -~ l. 
Um = • 5 ~m--:J + • 5 . Sm 
- where Ui is the i th term of the ·smoothed spectral fi.in.ctiOn . 
. , 
From the smoot~~d $pect~~l ftinctton :1t -is- possible to check for the 
presence of._ va.r"ious·perio.dic .components in .the time series data. ·This 
'· 
.... 
· feasure .of ·spectral analyst~ ha.s be.en used in the ~nalysis of meteoro- · 
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24 I . 
·In order to formulate a forecast, the smoothed spectral function 
can be converted back into a smoothed autocovariance function. The 
· resulting. funct·i~n may then be used to calculate the weights which 
to assign to the previous history values in forecasting. 
) 
The.following derivation shows the way in which them values of 
\ the autocovariance function can be used to determine the weights for 
the previous m-1 p~riods: 
• 
.r 
·Given: Time series x1 , x2 , ... , ~ with mean zero; and auto-
covariance_function C0 , c1 , c2 , ..• , Cm, and asswning 




+ am-l Xn-m+i·' the forecast for period n+l, has 
minimtun expected value for squared error, ·i •. e • 
. ·' · ... · ' 
m-1 m-1 
~· a . aJ.x . X . . L..,, 1 n-i n-J 2 E 2 J' a.X .X 1 ~+·X +l) 1 n-1 n+ · n j=o i=o 
m-1 
m-1 L E a. E(X .X +l) i n-1 ·n i=o j=o i=o 2 
+ E(Xn+l) 
- ·-~ - :• 
--- .•' -- .· - --·- -
m-1 m-1 m-1 L L a.a. C - 2 E aici+l + 'C· l. J li-jl ·o i=o j=o i=o 
(as a result of the assumption of stationarity). 




























resulting expressions ·equal t.o zero 










- 2 L 
i=O 
a.c. 2 
·~1 -1 l 
aic li-i[ 
a.c J. (i-jl 
a. C I 1 i-m+ll 




2 C2 - 0 -
·o 2 c.+1 ·--· 
'J ·~ . '. -




Transposing the Ci' s ,. dividing by two and wri.t.·.ing ·the re.su;lttng: 
system of equations _i:n matrix 
co. C1 c· 2 C3: • • 
C1 co :Cl ·c2: .. , 
•• 
C2 Cl t: 
··O G1 0 • 
• • ~ 
• 
• • • 
• • 
•••• • 
cm-1 cm-2 cm~3 c .. 4 m-· 0 o, 
i> Solving for the . ' 
·y:1elds:,: a· ·s l. 
a C c: C· :c-. 
.. 0 0 1 . 2. '.3 
al c1 co c·· 1 C· .2 •-' 
a2 - C2 cl c. c· Q . ·1 • 
• • • • • 
• • • • . . 
• • • • • 
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The resulting a .. ' s are the weights to apply to the historical values 1 
X . for i = _ __O, 1, 2, .•• , m-1. n-1 
3.3 Problems in the Use of Spectral Analysis 
Several problems are encountered in the practical application 
of spectral analysis to time series. One major problem is in 
determining whether the assumption of stationarity is met. Ordinarily-, 
the time series will not be stationary. The applic-~pility of the 
technique appears then to be dependen:t upon the. extent. -of the devia-
" 
. 
' tion of the time serie·s from stationarity,. :~·lthough few practical 
·-resul t.s· in tl}~ ~.rea are a vai lab le. 16 Grang~:r · does discuss the ef-:f.ects 
o:·f cert:ain ··type,s: of deviation upon the re,sults. Assoc.iated with= th.~: • 
:problem of non--::~tationari ty is the de·sitability: of trend removal and 
adjustment of t:he mea:n t,o. :ze,ro·., Th~ P.'e . r.fo:rming. o.f tp.ese: adjustments 
on the so_µ·rG'¢ data may yie.td ~ time.' ser:i~.s ·suf'fic,t·ently; .:rtear to station-
ary for .. the tec-hrlique-s ·of ·section .3·. 2 · to b~ ·applied'. One o.f the go:a.l.s. · 
-:_(>f:: t.he experiments.·: ·was to detennine' ·ht:>"w. severely the presence o·:t :h.tgnly 
:non-stationary :data a:+fect s the re.$.ul ting fo.recast when using spectral.::-:-;· 
. . analysis. 
Intrinsica·J1y bound up in· :hhe; theory pf specrt.r~i analys1~;- i:~ t-tje 
• 
requirement for large amounts :.of time series da:ta if the ·resulting 
' 
analysis is to· be meaningful-. In order for· the results to be stable 
without too- high a variance, it is suggested that m, the number of lags, 
not exceed 10% of the total histori·cal -data t1.sed. In addition; it 
i.s desirable that the number of history. points -used in fonning ·t.he· ~ 
forecast ~~. sufficient to cover the full cycle ·of C)'C.li:c ·contpp_:µen:t:s: .• 
', .. 
' ' "'.'}~~3;:-~-,..,.~~-~·~?~'r?~;·s:,.,it~';,'..'~~:: •.. :~.-~-:··'·-~-\'':'f~~.-.-.<:':··:·:-c·c·· ,.· ... --~~r;·.-.···:-·--:~·, .. -, ~-.::"",ft"~··:::-_;:.::-·-·.,:.·:· 1···.,1 ....... , .......... -- "---··· .• - ... , .............. --...................... - .... --1..._.· ... ~ ;-.... -~.'..t-·-: :~;-<·--: ... :- -._ . ..,.. ____________ ·.... - ·"'· ................ -~~· ·..... ~~--· · ...... ·· .. -·_·.-.,,. _ ____. 










Hence, if a component of period.12 is present in· the time series, 
at least 13 lag products should be calculated for estimates of the 
autocovariance function, so that 12 historical values will be used 
in the forecast. In order that no more than 10% of the total history 
be used in the final forecast, it is required that at least 130 time 
series values be available. Another goal of the experiments was to 
evaluate the effects of limited amounts of data and use of more than 
10% of the data on th~ res\111:J.ng forecasts. · 




of the time series. during ·analysis. One procedure that helps reduce 
this problem is. :smqo:t-bing_~ w_bich was discussed in section 3.2. A. 
second technique,. ·wh:ic·h can be applied to the sourc.e data.; a·-lso 'helps.:: 
,in :recl'.llc.ing this problem. The t:'echnique is prew-hif.~i;iing-, which con-
, sists of crudely estimating t~e: ,~pect_ra.1 function_, .~et_erniining strongly 
contributing components~ and filtering the·se components f.-ro·m ·the.source 
data. The resulting filtered data can ·be :pfocessed in the usual way, 
·a:rtd' -o·therwise secondary components will b.e ·more readily detected. 
·Fo,r ·q·se in forecasting, however, the use of prewhi tening has the tlraw-
.... 
ba·c·l:c of requiring either. additional adjustment of the final smoothed. 
·autocovariance function, or addition of adjustmen.t. tenns, in fonning 
the forecast. 
A problem, heretofore unmentioned is that of aliasing. When 
. ' ... . 
p~rforming the spectral ·transform, the autocovariance function is 
mapped into a set of discrete frequency intervals. It is not possible, 











of measurement. Frequencies greater than this value ( which is called 
the Nyquist frequency) are mapped into lower frequencies.. When an 
attempt is made to. analyze the frequency properties of the time series 
the high frequency components are indistinguishably confounded with 
the lower frequencies. In the following figure an example is given 
of the impossibility of distinguishing the two sinusoidal components 
r 
with a sampling interval of ~ t: 
Confounding of two· 
components given a 
t t----+-~-~-~~--~ ....... -P+-~-+ 
t1 t sampling interval ~ t. 
In order to prevent the loss of significant compoJi~nts in analysis 
p,f .time. ·Series data, it is hence necessary that the ~ampling interval 
be of sufficiently short length to permit detection of the component • 
. lf this is not dGne-, any high frequency components will result in 
·-enlarged values being detennined .f.or ·corresponding loO\v~fr freq.uency· 
.. 
elements. 
A final significant problem in the use of spectral analysis is 
the considerable number of calculations required to form a forecast. 
The qalculation o,f _lag products, performing of two finite Fourier 
• 
transforms, smoothing, matrix formation, inversion and multiplication, 
and final forecast calculation require a vast number of calculat-ion_s 
and considerable time. ·1t is,hence necessary to assess whether any 
additional accuracy po~sible in the final forecast is worth the addi-
tional cost.associated with the extensive computational requirements 
\ 
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CHAPl'ER 4 
TIME SERIES GENERA'IDR 
. f In order to.compare the forecasting techniques under -examina-
tion, a time series generator was designed which pennitted selection 
ana control of several parameters while still pennitting the basic 
variables of the time series to be random variables. The basic model 
for·the time series values used an additive model consisting of a term 
for mean wtth trend, a term for periodic components, and a term for 
error. Hence, the time series value TS has the following form: 
whe·re TS is the time series value, 
M is the trended value for the me·an, 
P is the total periodic component, 
E _i·s the error, 
,,> .and all values are calculated for period n. 
Each of the above values ·wlll be discussed in -detail subsequently. 
In order to. select the form of the time series. generator several 
works were considered. Gross and Ray18 mention briefly a set .of param-
eters which control their time series generator·. Fiddleman10 used a 
-~ 
rather simple model in the generation of his time series test values. 
- 21 Hester used an additive model similar to Fiddleman's, with the 
additional property of discrete jumps in mean. The construction of 
the generator for this experiment was aimed at permitting control of 
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31 
emulation of most features present· in the models discuss·ed by the 
above authors. ·An additional aim was to permit generation of time 
series which were highly non-st~tionary. The model which was finally 
designedseemed---~~- reasonable compromise of any conflicts in the 
~-
several desired goals. 
The subroutines RANDU and GAUSS (IBM-for Models 113o'··and 360) 
were used to generate the uniform and normal random deviates respec-
. . 
t ively required in. the. c~ui;-se .Q1:. the experiments. A. modification of 
~AUSS was use<i in g:¢ilt\ratlng· auto'correlated values .for .evaluation of 
autocorrelatio·n: on time :series analysis:.: 
4.1 Mean, Autocorrelation and Trend 
The mean generat-ed by the mod.el consisted of several components. 
The initial value for the mean was fed to the program, together with 
an· autocorrelation number and standard deviation. Subsequent values 
for the mean were derived from the current ·value by selection (us'.-i:~,. 
GAUSS) from a riormal distrib1=1tion wi~h. tJ1e current value as mean ~nd 
with the given· standard deviation. The autocorrelation number was·· 
' 
used to select a degr.ee of autocorrelation between the current value 
of the mean and the new value. The aut:cicorrelation was achieved by 
reuse o.f vaiue.-s_ usec!_ by GAUSS is calcul-a·ting the normal deviate. Tne: 
. -· 
value for untrended mean was thus' ca1:cu.I.a-te:d: 
MO = N(Ml, ·so,. A) 
where SD is the standard deviation, 
Ml is the current value for the mean, 
A is the autocorrelation number, 







...... _.-.;.~'._ . .-..... :z,. 
' . 
N(a,.b,c) is a normal distribution with parameters a, b, C 








MO = (S - fi). .• ·sn + Ml 
where S = sum of twelve random nwnbe·rs Ri 
(R. uniform on the interval (0, 1). l 1 
,.,p't, 
The reuse· of: .one or more. ·Ri causes a degree of a.utocorrelat ion 
between succes·sive y.a.14es.. The degree o·f this alito:c_drrelation was 
controlled by A:, \vhic-h ?-Pec.ified the numb_e.r of ·.R1 's to. b~: reused 
j~n the calculat:ion ·.of: successive means. 
The trend GOrtrponent s were linear and qµa·drat.i:c ~- T,he coefficient 
'for the linear e'iemeni:,t was se,lected from a ·uniform distribution 
s_pe9i;f.ied ·by pa·ram¢te,rs. The quadratic coeff icie11t was obtained from 
a nonnal q{stribut.ion with mean zero p.nd parameter· $pe.cifi..ed standard 
deviation:. The ·du-ra.ttqlis of these trend values, ·we·r~- ~lso treated as 
. 
'· random variablE:?s,. selected ·from a unifonn distribution whose limits 
were specified by _input garameter. When the_lengt~ of time specified 
tor trend components to be in effect was exceeded, the current value 
for mean and the trend coefficients were changed. The choice for new 
value of the mean was selected from a nonnal distribution with._current 
mean.as the distribution mean, and parameter .specified standard devia-
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D = U(Dl, D2) 
where D is_ the duration of the trend components, · · 
where 
U is the uniform distribution on interval (01·, D_2). 
M = MO+ t · L + t 2Q 
M is the value for t.,he mean, 
• MO is the new mean without trend, 
·t: is the number of periods for which the curren.:-t tr:e·1id'", · 
values have been in effect (OS t SD), 
• t ts· the linear trend coefficient, 
.Q ·fs the quadratic. :trend coeffi9-ient:·. 
When the trend co~ponents .had· r~ached 'the en·d ·o.-f ·th,Ef.j.:r ,pe:r1o·d o.f 
e.:fiect (t ) D) , fhe following :c_hang.es ·"!Vere. m~:de._:. 
:w_here: -~. is the adju·sted: ·yaJ_11e of t:he: -.curtent. me.an, 
:Mb is. the -f<J.:.rme:r- v_alue: of the cur.rent mean; 
and :SM is? th·e Jump~po·in.t. ,standard dev_iat:ion of. th.e mean. 
L = :u(Pl, P-2)' 
where Pl, P2 are the :e_n:d :points of ti)¢: '4,i_iform interval U. 
·Q· .. : · .. · /N.'(O . sQ· ) 
. . .· ' 
where SQ i~ the quadratic _compon~~-t. $-ta:µd-~rd deviation . 
A new valu~ fo.r I) was also selected ~-ron1 i:t$ unlform distribution. 
The ratton~le- for the choices made in t:l)e construction of the 
mean is the ·following: fo~ some processes it is .reason'able to suppose 
· that on occasion., the factors controlling the proc~ss- will suddenly · 
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such as sales or usage, it is also reasonable to suppose "that previo~s. 
trend values will no longer be appropriate when a change in· level 
occurs. Hence, the changes in mean and trend have been chosen to 
occur simultaneously. The choic·es of distributions from which to draw 
. 
new values were primarily arbitrary, but to some extent selected for 
reasonableness and similarity to distributions used in the other data 
·. 
generators previously mentioned . 
• 
4.2 Periodic Perturbances 
:.. 
.• In order to permit some flexibility in the periodic components 
of the model, three separate periodic elements were permitted. Each 
had individual parameters available for specificati_on of its propertie:$. 
The periodic tenns were each sinusoidal with specifiable period and 
amplitude. In order to permit greater flexibility :of these terms 
two additional sets· of p_arameters were used. One .set :c.on·tro11ed th¢. 
period location of each component at time zero. The ·other s:·et of 
parameters specified a standard deviation for each ·periodic ·component. 
These standard deviations were used in a normal distribution in order 
to vary the exact periodicity of the components. The reason for the 
" 
inclusion of such an element was to permit some testing of the effec-
-~ 
· ·. tiveness of smootking t·he spectral function in detecting diffused · 
periodic -components. The periqdic components were calculated as 
• 
.. ~ . . " 
follows: 
P = Al · sin (21rPll) + A2 • sin (21r• P2·2) + )\3 · .sfn.(2: ~ • P33) 
where Pis the periodic component, 
Ai is the amplitude of the i th component,. i = 1-,, a, .3 
~-~----~-,....._.__-..,......-.,.,.,. 
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where Mis the period number 
Ci = N(O, Si), a perturbance normally distributed with. 
mean zero and standard deviation s. , 
1 
V. • the period at time M = o, 1S 1 
and p. . the period of component i. 1S 1 
4.3 Error Term 
-· 
The error term was chosen to correspond to the common assumptions 
about the nature of the error, namely that the errors are normally 
distributed with mean zero and have no autocorrelation, Hence, the 
error term had ;th.e_ following form: 
E = N(O, SDE) 
where E 1s the error tenn With standard deviation SOE. 
4.4 Summary 
The complete model, as tlescribed, pennitted specification and 
' 
CO:lltro} of 'the properties of the time series generat¢d, In order 
tQ test the forecasting ability of the various models, the parameters 
were adjusted so as to increase the contribution to the time series 
of certain components. The forecasting models were then tested in 
forecasting the resulting series. The ~flexibility of tl?,e generator 
ill emulating many different models pennitted a number of characteristics 
of _time series to be evaluated as to effect on.for~casts. 
/, ,, 
. ·,. . ·"'· ...... -
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PARAMETERS, D~TA, AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
·•------ ·-·---1---- -------~--. ·-
In conducttng the experiment, certain of the available para-
meters were chosen as those for which evaluatio.n of the various 
fo~e~a$.-t.i:ng teqhniq-ue~ was of interest. These parameters were 
then .assigned levels and experiments· were performed. The resulting 
data· were in the. fo.r.m of squared f<'.>'recast error for the last 
tw.eijt.y~four periocls c:>,:f: th~ generated tim~ ·.se.ri.es o These ·data 
·were tpell ·a.i1alyzed ·b·y· . .X -.~ tests for s-igni'f~ca,nce of eac·h techique 
over contb.in.~tion$ ··o--f tret1tments ~nd fo.r sig·n·itica~·ce of the 
-l:ecbntq:ucs wh.en c<J.rr.ipare.d". F·rom· ·th·e.se. analyses:,. the .. conc:lµsiqn 
·of :Cha.:pter 6 w.e'r('!. d-r.;1,vn o 
·5 .• ·:;t Cµoices of :Pa:ratn~t~:_rs, an'd .. Le.vels 
:_Of' t:11e :rlum¢rous· p.arameterp :av.a.fla.ble in t;tie· ·t:.iiile ·s:e:.ries. mo.:de.1 
·fc>. r· :ev-al.u.a·tio:n·,, e·ach c1:t two. I.eve]~ s .. Th.~ se we _re.: 
2·4 wer~ ·_f-o·recastc.d ·• 
2. 0: -i\:1..1tocorre1a·t-ion· :-of· the me·an· •. For, each ne.w value o.'.f tb.~ 
; ·1o· 
mean, twelve unifo:r.m. :r.~nd~ numbers were used to calcu1.~t¢ 
the .new value· .f·ro111 the· previous value. (See section 4.o.-1) ..• 
The. autocorr¢-T~tio.n was: ·determined by the number of v.alues:· 
u~~.d in common :t-rom. .. o.ne _pe.r.iod next o The l~o:w :le.·v.el 
.t 











was chosen as 2; the high level was 10. 
3. 'The error standard deviation. The errors were drawn· from 
. • • # 
a normal distribution with· mean O. The·-· low value for 
the standard deviation was .01, the high value .05. 
4. The standard deviation of the mean. After a base value 
for the mean was selected, an amended base value was 
,s~lec.t.e'(t from a normal dis,tribution with mean equal. to the 
·original b·ase value, and as.signed. standard devi~t·lp11-.~ 
T-h.e .low .leve:·1 of. ·thls :s:tan·.dard deviation was J· .. :, :an.·~ t·h·e 
:.~_ign leve 1 ·$ ~: 
trend were varied ·to_.ge.ther_.. .The· ffrst was th~· i~n·g:.th of' 
. ... 
the trend, whi_clr w_as· 1111.iformly ':distributoed. ove.r· ·an ass~gn~ 
:ed range. T~e low level w~.s· -se·t at: :2·: to 6 ,per.tods, and 
·t.b.e high :at 9 to 15 per.tods:.. ln conjµ:rtctiol'.1 w.~t-h: ·tJ):ese 
VJl).:ue.s ·:w~s the choice o.f.: standard· 'd~viat·io'n of t-~-- quadra-
·t_ic ·cbiilj>(>nent ·coefff.cie.rit,. Assoct.at.ed with the low. level 
q.tiad·ra:ttc: conlponent of: l,: a-nd with·· the high leve·1, ·a: va-1:ue 
.. 
·.1 
of .05. The smaller ·va.ltJ.e '"fo.r .t:.he· -high lev·el was necessary 
so that the larger number :,of pErr."i.:.oc;is for which a particular 
.. 
trend was in effect did no:t result in the quadratic com-
ponent dominating the ·t.rend., 











.we.re permitted in each time series generated.. For the 
:experimen.ts, these components were assigned periods 
of twelve, six and f.01Jr-. ·The maximum amplitudes of 
,;. 
these three compon:ent:s wer~ assigned two levels, a low 
le.vel of 5' 0' and. o· aµd -~ htgh level of 5. ,·2' :and ·1.:0 
' All other variabl¢$ were .. he:'ld at .f ixe·d l¢ve1$.. Th¢r~ :w~re-::: 
St~:r.tlng ,ran.~om: :ritunbe.r ·= 1.2·7 -.· 
Be,g _in~-ing. mean .=: 1.0d. 
'\ 
_'CQ~f ficlent- ·:o:f': linear component pf: the :t);eri.di.,: un.i:fo.·nn 
Pe:r-io'.di·q-: ¢.o~po-neilt periods - 12· 
- ' 
s:tandar.d ·dev.iations of pe·~:Lo(i'ic co,mponent·s .-_ .• :Q·_ .fo:r e.~ch • 
. Ptrihts .in -periods· of _per.j_oct~c :¢qmponents:. at t - O. were 
:1. () 2o 
. ,.. ' . ,' . 
. . 
. . 1-~-: :found ln_ ·:cha:pt.er 4·" 
·.5,.2 Nattire of Exp:er.iment.-al. I).a:ta 
·; 
It was .. ass.urned. that- th.e . .forec.ast. :errq_rs f'o:r _a :for.ecasting 
t.echn·ique ·w.e.re: rto~al;J..y dis.t.ri'buted. Unde·r thJs: assumption, 
. 
-. . . 
- . 
·2·· - - . . . .. . -
eacli Square·d: fb:recas.'t ~rfq_,r wptild; be X, · :dist.ributed with l .d~gree 
-: ·ot, f .. reedom,o Twenty:-four. consecul'-iv¢. pe.:~iOd$, and their associated 
squared fo.re·c·~~t ·e .. :r:ro~s were :u:s_ed. as the ·evalu:ation· for each 
technique and :combil)Jrtion :o.f t·reatments. The sum of these twenty·-



















__ wi-th 24 degrees of freedom. 
5.3 Statistical Procedure Used to Analyze the Data 
Two types of infonnation were·desired from the data. Infor-
mation GOnc~:~ning the effectiveness of a technique in forecasting 
a time seri~s with a feature or set of features present was de-
. . .. 
sired,, In addit·ion, .an overall c9_mpa;riso.11 of the forecasting 
.. . 
' 
~echniques over those values for whicµ a technique was found to: ·be' 
effective was of ex~reme intere·st •. In: o:rder to obtain these ty·p,E3,S 
·Pf i~formation, the analysis was ca-rri.ed ·o-ut: in two, parts~ ThEf 
.tlrs.t- portion of this analysis ·looked. a_t. each. tech1;1ique· separa~:ely 
:-over the 64 (6 factors ~t. -.2: level$ e.a<i~J .tr~at·mE:':n:tfl' o.n wh"ich the 
t~-chnique was tested·. iFo.r e:a·ch treatme,n.t·. (·represe·nting a particular 
t"ixed level for each of the: :pa.ramete.r s~ts.):,: ·the ·data was divided 
.into. two equal sets of 32 points:. .o·ne.· o·f these sets :r;-e_p~se~ted a 
high :level measure of the treatment:, ajld the .other a low level •. 
· -An. ·F·-test was perfo;nned to_r t'he·s:e values by dividing the lar.g.~r, 
"'tJy: th_e smaller. The. de:g:rees .of freedom for the numerator and 
_.., 
·d·eriomi-nat.or ~ were both egu·al to 32 x 2.4 = 768. A ratio in eX6ess 
.o.f 1.33 represented a· 'Significant difference at the 99% le.vela 
Th-is denoted a f afiure ot the tec)lnl_que. i~. suc.¢e,ssfully handli,ng 
: ~ 
the· treatment. In this fashion, ea-ch o·f t.he techniques over 
all of its ·treatments could be so. c_l:a-s:s·if..J·ed. 
In order to then compare the perfonnaµce cr:f the techniques, 
another series of F-tests was performed. The· experimental data 
·,: 
,.,<," _,._/·,-·; ··.<---<·~-·-cr.•;--a•• 0 • , •• ,,.,,, ••• -1 • 1, ... ••.,···-·.,•--,,---;·-·r• .. ,--••-.,.·,•-,- ~·•-·· ~--·-··-- ,-,·~---,--,-~.,-,-~-• ,,, .
• ~ ·•-•·,-,_-~_.. .. _ .. , 
/ 
.· .... 
·._-... _. -.-~1,r·.,-+ __ ._,....\ ~,-:,·.;~ ------- .. · :-: ;~ - -· -. 
















wal; adjusted- on. th~ basis of the results of the firs~ r-·tests 
by removal of those points for each technique· fo-r whi~h it did 
.not satisfactorily perform. The remaining ·points. fo.r each 
lechnique were then swmned. The result.j.ng·· ·va:I.~e.s: were then 
Wi:th Ci degrees of freedom where c1 = 24 ni, and rti = number of. 
points~ u$~-d tn the sum for: te:c:tmiqµe· (i):, ·i =· 1.-·120· These value:s· 
· by tl1e_i,r· re5pe,ct:iv.e deg,rees of f ree.dom ·an·d· 'the __ n- checking the 
ratios -~g-~·inst. t'he: c.orre.spo.l)dj.:ng .F~v-al.ue for- the. :~~i~·e·::~ :o,f :deg,re·e,s 
. . : . •' 
,o'f :f·reedom- of ,nlllll,e-tator an:d de_rt<Jmil).a_toro 
t~_s:te.d· at the: 99% l~vel,,. with those v~lues in. e.;xc.ess of· 1 o-19 qeirtg_ 
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-CHAPrER 6 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OONCLUSIONS 
Th.e data which resulted f~m the· experiments consisted of 
y.~:lues tor each of the. :12 fore:casting techniques at eac:ii·: of the 
64 ·t:refitni.~11t points (r.epreseµting each of the 6 factor groups 
at :2 levels). ··.Each. of t·hese :data points w·as assumed X 2 with 
. - • ,J .• _ ,_.'." -- • • . 2.~ de:grees. -of fr¢~dom. , ... (Stle 5.2) r.he r~s.1tlts of the two stages 
6~-l. Res:ults: of· re·chntq·ue Evaluation ov,e.r Each Treatment 
.E.ach -<J.f ;the 'techniques tested was ;found: to .fa11· on at 
:_least.,: two .t·re .. atmelits:.. The results, by ·te,chnique,. :foltow: 




b. •. T.rend alo:n.~ .. 
· .c·, •. · -Me:an ~s·tattd~tcI :Devtat ion aloi:}e: o·. 
'· 
::l." Ratto with ~e9011d. Ord.er Smoothing •. '.F.afl,ad: ,on-· two -treatments: . . . . . : . . . 
a·o Mean Standard Devi~t.i.oh a:lone··. 







. • .. 
·-
4:~ ;p:an.ic ·with- First Order Smoothing o Failed on eight· treatments:. 
a:o. Nunibe:r .pf Points alo·ne. 
.. 
b~.. I'nte'racti.on of Tre:p:ci an<l NQrnber of: Points.·.·· 
·co Trend alon~. 
Nu.ml;>er of Po.ints ..• 
~o·ints o· 
:on eleven t reat·rnents : 
. . . ; . . . . . ' . . . 
- ' - . 
·a... .Number of Po-ints alone •. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . -· . . 
ho. lnt.e.rac:tion· :of .. Periodic Compon~n:.t -.and :~umb~t ·o.:f ··Po.int·s. o·= 
c .• ,I_p;te.:r~ct.i.on ·.of 'T.rend arid Periodi.c Cornpone.nt. 
·ct o .Interaction .. of .Trend and Number of ·Pooints· .• · 
·e:. ln:teraction of M~~1:t1 Standard Deviat:.::i.01.1,. rr·r~nd:, and 
Number of .Points . . . ; .. ' ..... 
·-·-·.:;.._ .. 
't . 
g •. lnt.era·ctior1 :C>'f Aµtocorre:lat~on. ;t·evei ·a.n_cl .:M~a.n . 
.. / 
s·t,ttrida·rd Devi:at io}i o. 
. .. ,.:.··:··:--
· :ho Iht~·r~ctton o$.-.Autocc>"rreiation: Le-ve.l ,. ·Me·an st.andard 
·nev-±ation,. Trend, and .Nllniber o.t· I-?oi.nt::s .: ,·:...:. . --
.... 
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.. ,. 
i. Interaction· of Autocorre·lation Level and Trend. 
j. Interaction of Autoco·rrelat-iQn :·Level, Trend, and 
Number of Points ... 
. k. Autocorrelation Level alprie .. 
6. Panic witl1 S,ec:ond Order Smoo/t:hilig.. Failed on. el.ev.e.·n · 
treatments:. 
b. 
:e ~ . 
..... 
f' • 
.-l:r;i.t~:l'.'·~ct.ion of Trend and, Number of Points.• 
"• I·nteractt·on of Mean Standarc;i.. ~~Y-t·~tton, ·Tren·d, and 
Ntiinber· o·f Points o 
]n.te.-rac,:fion· ·<>:f J\llto·.c.orrel:atio_rl J,;¢vel, Mean ··standard 
t't1t:eract..ion .of Auto:cor·:relat.ion. tevel, ·Mean s·tandard 
·oeviat:io,i:i_; T.rend ,. aIJ..(1: '.Pe riodlc C::Ompo.nent-. 
h. lntera_c·titoti. of Auto.cor:re:lati.on :t..~vel, Mean :-Sta:11.~·~,rd 
:Oeviat ion, ·'r:r.end, and Number of Points • 
.. 
i_.~, :Int.erac.t·ion of Autocorre-1at1on_ Level., Mean Standard 
Deviation, and Tren·d. 
j • 
k. 
Number of Points'. 
' 


















a. · Number of Points alone.-
b. Trend alone. 
c. Mean s·tandard Deviation aloii~. 
·.. . 
d. Autocorrelation Level alone. 
. ... 
8. Trigg-Leach with Trend Adapted First Order: -Sooothing. 
Failed on a_ll treatments. 
9. Trigg-Leach \\(i.th -Second Order Smoothing. ·.ra-:i.J¢·q ·on: 
. -, 
six treatments_:: 
a. Number of· -Pbin-t-s ~(lone. 
b. Trend alone-.-. 
. c. Mean Standard Devtat.fo11. :~_lone-.• 
d. -Interaction: ·of· -Autocorrel:at·:io·n. ,Le,ve1 and Mean . 
. ·. ' .. ; . . ... . . . ..· .: -... ·. . . . . ... 
Standard· .:l)eyfat-i<:>n ~· 
-Dev-i_at··1on_., a-nd Ntunbe r of :Po i_rit:.s • 
:f- •. Autocorrelat-io.11 ·Level alone. 
I· ·',L 
a. InteractiQn _of Tr.end and Number. o-f.-Po-in.ts.: 
b. Trend alone o 
c. Interaction_of Mean Standa'.r:d Deviation and Nwnber 
of- Points. 
... 
d. Mean Standard -Devi.at-ion .al.one. 
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.• 
·~. ·.· :(\ ... 
• D• 
•' ·. 
e. Interaction of Autocorrelation Level and Mean 
Standard Deviation. 
f. Interaction of Autocorrelation Level and Trend. 
g. Autocorrelation Level alone • 
.11. Spectral Analysis 
· .. : 
treatments: 
. a. 
b. Intera·ction of Mean Standard Deviation· and Number 
. . . . . . . ~ ,• 
of Points: .. 
c. Mean Standa·rd· .De:viat.i'on alone •. 
d. lnt~.r~c;"t ion. of.- -Autpco-rrelat:·i.on .. Le-ve·1 and Mean 
Standard. Deviat.iot1. 
·e··:o tnte.taction o·.f Au·.tocorre.1at ion level and -T~erlc;l-, 
t... AutocorreJ-a·tion Le.vel ·alone .• 
12:·o· spe·.¢tra.~ _A.rialysi:~ ·-- 20'% .of History.. Fa.lled ·o:.n ·ei~ 
·treatments a 
:tr... .lnte:raotiPn ·of Mean Standa:rd .De·viation and Number 
of Points. 
. . '-. ( . . . . - . . .. . ... 
c. Mean Standard Deviation a-lone.·· 
d. · Interaction of AutocorrelJ(tic>'Ii I.,¢v.e.l and Mean 
Standard Deviation. 
e. Interaction of Autocorrelation Level and Trend. 
f. Autocorrelation Level a.lone. 
.... : .. : 




These results indicate which techniques should be avoided f.o'.r' 
. -
time serie~ doniina~ed by certain types of errors. 
6.2 Results of Technique .Comparisons with Points of Fa'ilure· 
Removed 
.. 
The results pres¢~t·~d- in :P:• l. -w~re· µ~eq. ··tq de_lete those points_ 
I. 
for each technique: for ·which, the technlc:fu¢· ;h~cl failed. The 
--..-', 
remaining points ·w.ere then compared as desc.r-ibed in 5. 3 with the 
fpllowing results: 
Technique 
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The F-tests conducted on the above values yielded the 
following results. 
Technique 11 bett.er than 1, 2, 3 ... ;:4:, 5:, 617:,9·. 
~· :T,echnique 12 b.etter than 1, 2, 3.,: 4, 5 ,J> ,9· .• 






. 'te c:h.n j._cfue 
9. bette.r· than 1.1:4,5,:6~, 
3 be_tte.r -th·an I,4.~5-.;6 • 
5 ·better than 4,6. 
• 
6·: :b~tter than 4. 
:, 
having: b·een found. 1-I)_eff~ctual for the :f_acto,rs under- qons:::td.er·11·:t:iort. 
·60 3 Observa.ttons. ·and Concl us i:)11_s 
/ Based upon th~ results discus·sed in .. _fi· .• 1 :art~ .Ei.o·2f cei:-tain 
.• ,conclusions can =be· d:tawn.. Spi•~ct.<ral .a11.alysis, using 1.0% -of the 
u,• 
available hist'o .. ry data in fo:rm_i'tig t;l:Ie· forecast, performed with 
higher accur·acy: overall than a-ny ,of. the adaptive forecasting .. 
te9hli.iques ·tes;tedo The three spectral analysis forecasting models 
· ... 
·, all-_ p~rformed ··b,etter <than the· panic ahd ratio adaptive techniques. "· .. < 
In addi tton, the ·thr~e .. sp_ectral .analysis techniques all failed to 
perform satis·factorily when. certain components dominated the time 
,. 
.-.,·-
series o Th~se comp•:>n•ents Wf3re trend or sta:ti,:tard. QE:)viation of the 
mean or autocorrelation .. ·o.f: successive means, and some of the 
interactlotjs :<ff thes·~ =catnpo·nents:.. The problems Wit:h trend and 
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mean deviation could have been anticipated_, since spectral 
I r .-~ 
- - - ··-·-·-. ·--- ----· ·- -···- -· 
~ analysis is not designed to deal with these types of variation. 
The lack of proper. response to consecutive period autoc_orrelation 
is surprising in that the technique relies upon autocorrelation 
estimates to operate. The ·succ·ess of spectral analysis on the ,, ' 
number of points factor wa~ .also: ·of interest. It . is normally 
suggested in the analysis o! s.tat'ionary time by spectral analysis ~ . 
. 
. 
that as many. ~:a -2·00 points of ~i~t<>·ry ar.e· ·de~irap;J..e .. :f'or successful 
operation. -H-e:re it was found that as Jew :as .. 51 pol;n1;:s gf. h-iStoey 
apparently could be used. (The first fore·cast for ·75· p_o·i;n.~s -ti.s.ed: 
.. 
only .thi1~t .-amo.unt)-. µslng the ranges from 51-71. _and 126:~149 ·d$ci. 
-not. -seem to· l'.'~s:ult in s±gttif icantly different f9~e:c·a~t :a·ccuracies ._ 
.The. -compl.e~~ f~:ilure :of: t-he Tr_igg-Leach ·wi.th- trend adapted 
~:J.r.s_t o·rde_r: smoothing :model,,: ta:ken wit.~ tn·e .goo.d perfonnance of 
t'he oth~·r -two Trigg-Lea·cµ models is very interesting. It appears ~ .. 
,that: some degree of inte.rfe.relic_e -In."1St· arise between the adaptive 
:technique and hybrid .smoot·hing model.,- _The problems which may-
arise in- combinfng t·wo techniques pe17fo.:rrtti'ng different fUJ:1¢tion 
into a single unit ·is: indicatedo 
of all but two·- of tne adaptive· mod¢-le; to han·dle satisfactorily the 
-~-
change in nuniber: c>":f histo_ry .Points o There app_ears to develope, 
over the course of o.per.atioli of· these mooels, a .build up of 
I 
inaccuracy. This may b~ :a :r¢s·-tilt' of the continuous modification 
of the smoothing value:-,; ~whic~ c.,attses the expo_nential smoothing 
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model no longer to be representable even remotely by a 
• 
geometrica11y weighed series. Since the smoothing value is 
permitted to vary toward 1. at tiIQes., t·he llistorical data can be 
very rapidly discounted and. ·thu~ los't.. This property of adaptive. 
models should be invest:·i:ga·ted ,if =the: model is to be used over a 
long period of tin.i~· .•. 
The similarity o:~. re .. spoii:~e of: varI.at:±ons o'f: ·ea.ch ·te.chriique 
(excluding the Trigg .... Leac·h :model: w.it·Jl· trend ·a~f~P-t.~d· ft:rst order 
pmoothing) wa·s e.v.idenced by ·the .gro.uping which 0¢c11rr,eq in. the 
final compariso·;ns., anq._ the general similarities in. point.s .of 
'two satisfactory T·rtgg:-t~acli Ill.Oct.els o:otperf_onn¢d nearly: all of 
tc>" :improve sensitivi:tys, still gave: uns:atis·f:aqtory performa-n·pe~.f: 
·w.tth fewer succ~s·$,tµl treatment handling·s~ and larger overall 
·e-rrors. Th.e ratio mo.de~ was muqh 1-~s·s· $uc.c~ssful when: used with $ 
a 




. Trigg~Leach model comple{ely ra;iJ~·c;l whe:n: u·s-::f.n:g;'. t:he. mo:del •. 
·-· ... ~ . I , 
In general, it wo·uld -~ppe.a.r- ·t:h-a·t .5.p~ctrfil ~ri:a{y:s.is:, f·o:r :accu·ra:cy, 
g.:j.v.~s the best forecas.ting, acc·uracy fo·r ·se.ries not dominat.~d by 
s.'hort. -variable tren·d~,.: wid~ vart.at.io.ns· i.h. the values of the mean, 
and: autocorrelation ·be.tween the means· .(>f: :s:uccessible periods. Thi-s 
a.ccu-:ra.cy is ·obt.ained,. however, at t-hEl e·2ep·en$e of: much greater 






computational a11,d storage requirements and much more time than the 
adaptive exponential smoothing techniques. The_best adaptive model 
tested was the Trigg~Leach with first order smoothing. It outper-
fonned all but the Trigg-Leach with second order smoothing model 
·and the ratio model with trend ~g~:pt~d, first order smoothing, which 
·were not found to be .s.ignificantly: '.pqqrer in t·he F~te.sts performedo 
.The Trigg-Leach. ,mo.de:1 .is tJ~e· ·most. simple of the.: ad:a·ptlve mode·ls 
µsed and requitE:fs the .. leas·t computation. Care· 'is: indicated as 
necessary, howeve:r·,, ·in s·ele9t.:i.ng .a model !'or us.e·. The complete 
·f·ailure of the one ·r'rigg-.Leach· .moq.el indicates that lack of p;rope~ 
e·v.aluatio.n may· ,re.sult :iJi a totally· Uii~atisfactory forecastiD:g 
selection of model$ is indic.ated·: 
model with trend aqa.pted f-irs·t o.rpe:r mod·e.1 !. 
to ·best meth9.d •· 
.., .-~ 
:.3·. ·v~rf~tl6n of· Me~rt 
. . i 
smoo.thi~g:. 





' •: . 
• 
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All interaction series save those dominated by trend, 
autocorrelation and mean variation may be for~casted by spe~tral 
analysis. Those series with those interactions dominating may 
be forecast"ed by the Trigg-Leach with first order smoothing model. 
\. /.C\: 
\ c/" \. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURrHER INVESTIGATION 
Several areas of investigation, associated with the procedures 
, I:· , 
involved in the paper, appear to be interesting and worthy of 
further investigation. One of these is an extension of the ranges 
. . '~ .. 
of the parameters used in the ~xp·eriments so far performed, with 
t_he purpose of furthe·r· :clarifying and characterizing the properties 
of the forecasting models. · Incorporation of some of the parameters 
held constant dur-ing t=he experiments of this work would also expand 
the character~zat.·idn .o.f: the forecas.ting techniques as to application 
to· certain typ.es· of -time series~ 
Another mode of analysis could well be appl_ie.d: to: the 
experimental data resulting from this type of experiment. In the 
present work, the :measure of erro-r was chosen;, to be squared error. 
This choice .was made· :becaus·e· the :"f._ol'IIl:ulat.ion- :of. spectral analysis 
for choosing op:t·imal _we·ights· was based lipo:n:. t.h¢_ assUinption that 
the error meas:u:re would b·e squared error. Had, e·rror itself been 
the criteriq:t1, -analy.Sis of variance could. ·have. been used for data 
analysis, and. ··some ranking technique such as: Dunc·an 's multiple 
range test· used to- finally e·vEl) .. µa.t·e th'-3 techniques. Had absolute 
error -been -chose-n- a.s: t-he. error measure:, the· data would have been 
, 
half-nonn~l,. aAQ ·ot"her statistical techniques could have beep. µ~¢(!:.: 
.. 
A problem encountered in applying spectral analysis existed 
with respect to t·rend removai. It would have been most desirable 
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approaches were investigated, but none was found to be effective. 
Among tlfe approaches looked at (although not in depth) were first 
. ' 
order and second order differences of the time series data, two 
period differences, and first order and ,~e·cond order smoothing 
values. None of thes¢ series of ·v~l.1.ies. would properly detect 
the shor-t. r~µge_ trend qomponent.s of ,thEi test series. Should some 
·efrec.tlve 'tOo.l fp_r trenfl -.dete·etion. be found, the ability to fore-
,c.as_t ~ccurately would be well- -aQ:vanc.ed. 
~-.The panic forecasting .model;'S us.ed· in this wo.rk· -still did. not 
perfonn well despite chan·g¢s· ·made. to improve thei.1.:- sens~tivity·. 
More work on these mod-els :Wot1ld perl;laps yield an improved adaptive 
model :o:f · this type.-
''the ·whole .area: ·of adaptiv.¢ ;_models- wou:1c1·. ~p_pe,ar to merit furttiet 
·st.ud.y.-. ·S9i.ne of the f~il1i.r.e.s o_~ ;i;nos"t· .Qf- ·th~_s:e mode·Is. in -the expe.rl,-
·expl_ana."t-ions o:f' tlle,se· f-a'ilures: .and inv~.s.tigat.io_n;s- ot .alterat·ions 
~~jnpving th«3S,e faults could proye. t..tuit_fuJ .• 




· time: series gives rise to'. a· 11umber of· poss_fble .. :~nv~-$tig·ations. The 
nwnber of history potnt:S Used in this wqrk. Was: fOll~q. t.O- ,cause 
insignificant differ~:nc:es:.. A -further· inve-stigat,ion· ·of ··thEi rang.·e c;>t '-
points is warrented. Another such extension co.µ:1:d involve. t-he 
~mount of history data to be used in formulating: :t_ll(:3 :final ,forec,a:st . ... 
_, 







The spectral ~alysis p:rocedure .used in this. work utilized a 
standard smoothing technique (spectral window). A number of 
spectral windows have been suggested, most giv'ing excellent results· 
under certain time series conditions. ,AJ1 investigation of the$e 
' windows over th 1 f t · i ·bl ·with the· ·time . e c asses o 1m~ se,r e's poss1 . e . . . . . . .. . . _ 
~, .. · • series model usea might. he·1p. fu:rth~r clarify the re·lat·.10:tis :between 
time ·Series nature and "optiinalf' .f;JllOOthlng .fun·ct:to·n. 
An alternate approach to fore¢·aJ3"t·ing .by· .. t'he, us·e .o.f s.pect·r.al 
analysis is possiblea When ·the es·t.imated ·autocorrelation .:function . . - . ' . . . . .- . ·,, .. - . - . 
.. 
has been transfonned into. t·he -spectral flfiic::tionJ. certain infonnation 
:conc·erning perio~ component·$ ot .the time serie.s is available o The 
:u:s·e. :of this· .infonnation fo:r fonnulation of ·a. model of the t-ime 
.,.i 
·s:e..r:t~.s ·ts po.ssible. The r.esulting model .¢90t(1~ t:hen be us·~c:i' a,s: a· 
f9rec·a.·st.fn..g t<Jof directly. Many. :p·roblems. are .~s~oqi·~ted ·With· tli'e· 
such mode,ls could. yie:L·ci ·a p9·w·~t~µl: ri.ew fo.reca.s.ting :techn.ique: .• 
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